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Cape Chatter
Sea mammal surprises ...
It has been another great week for sea mammals in the Bunurong coastal waters off The Cape. Last
Chatter featured the mighty Humpback Whales on their northern migration up the east coast of Australia
and they are still moving past in good numbers. Common Dolphins have also been reported just offshore
and a couple of days back a feeding frenzy by Dolphin and Australasian Gannet was apparent off the 2nd
Surf Beach and among the mayhem were more Humpbacks. But the real surprise was the news of a pod
of rare Type C (Antarctic) Orca (Killer Whale) reported way offshore from the nearby Powlett River
mouth and a later observation off Cape Paterson. And to top it all off, an Australian Fur Seal has been
hanging about along 2nd Surf and the rocky point between 1st and 2nd Surf. If you see Gannets
(pictured below) in good numbers plunge diving just off shore there is a good chance some of the lesser seen sea mammals will not be far away from the action.
You can read more about the rare Orca sighting at this ABC news link:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-16/first-known-sighting-of-type-corcas-in-victorian-waters/101244738?
utm_campaign=abc_news_web&utm_content=mail&utm_medium=content
_shared&utm_source=abc_news_web

Photos taken nearby on the Gippsland Coast
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The energetic Little Wattlebird ...
The Little Wattlebirds are going full speed at the moment. The flora of The Cape really suits this bird and they are really in good
numbers at the moment among the Coastal Banksia lining the streets and native plants in the more established gardens as well as the
remnant coastal bush. They are constantly calling out from sunrise to sunset, chasing each other non-stop, feeding on nectar and
invertebrates, and busily protecting their territory. They certainly are outnumbering their larger counterpart, the Red Wattlebird. With
bird action generally quiet, I have been out trying to photograph some of their antics around the home garden.
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Behind the Masked Lapwing ...
Another of our more common birds with a distinctive, penetrating call, particularly at night, is the Masked Lapwing, also known as
the Spurwinged Plover. There are a few pairs resident around The Cape, but since starting observations in August 2019, I am yet to
see any breeding success, although there has been evidence of nests and eggs. They spend their time around the housing areas and
open, grassy spaces and also among the edges of the wetlands and creek line. When breeding, they can become particularly aggressive and protective of their territory and nest, and will attack like Magpies to defend their nesting site. While on my recent interstate
travels, I managed to photograph some Lapwing chicks—they are especially cute – which appear to hatch with ’built-in’ attitude,
just like their parents! Let’s hope we get to see some chicks here this year (they breed from June to October).

You can see the adult bird brooding her two
chicks here. Can you see the two sets of legs under all the feathers? Also prominent are the yellow spurs on the ’shoulders’ which are used
against predators. Like our beloved Hooded Plovers
on the coast, these chicks must fend for themselves once hatched and are required to capture
prey and feed themselves straight away. The parents remain very protective in these early days, so
beware.
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Speaking of protective nesting birds ...
Chatter’s resident Australian Magpie family (the Darcy’s) are entering an interesting stage as the breeding season kicks off. Last years
two offspring are still around as is 2020 stalwart, Son of Darcy (SOD). The class of 2021 hang out together and are often seen feeding and singing together. I was briefly “warned” by Darcy a few days back as he swooped me from a tree stag in my garden. So, I
will be keeping my eyes out to see if there is any nesting activity in the nearby coastal bush where they have built there last few
nests. I sense some territorial protective behaviour is occurring at the moment as there are numerous scuffles among the various
Magpie groups around The Cape. I will keep you posted!!

Above Left: Mr & Mrs Darcy together. I do not often seem them this close. Above Right: Son of Darcy (SOD) is a regular visitor
to our garden and has become quite a vocalist, often chatting and singing to itself perched on our fences or in the stags. He still
accompanies the younger ‘class of 2021’ occasionally, but is generally on his own.
Below: The ‘class of 2021’—this pair are inseparable and are always hanging out together feeding and singing around our garden. I
am not sure what is happening in the photo below right—maybe a bit of bill cleaning – or a sign of affection between the siblings!
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The newly constructed ’western ponds’ ...
The new ‘western ponds’ have been completed and planted out and they are looking great. Great job by The Cape Development
team and Joel and the landscaping team in building this. The ponds are orientated east-west in an existing drainage line in low
ground on the northern side of an ancient sand dune ridge and will feed water into what I call the ‘convergence pond’ in the existing central creek line and central wetland/bog complex. Chatter has established a number of photo points along the ponds and will
photo-document the development of the habitat which will hopefully attract more animal species to The Cape.

Take Three for the Sea … https://www.take3.org/
Above: Looking north over The Cape—the ponds have been built within the yellow oval and the water feeds into the central
creek line and wetland complex which can be seen running north-south through the estate. Photo courtesy of The Cape.
Below: Looking east down the ‘western ponds’. Habitat stags, logs and viewing points have been installed.

A Shy Albatross, seen locally, is vulnerable to extinction.
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Project KOALA one year on …
On a cold wintry day one year ago, the first community event to kick off Project KOALA was held and we are starting to see the
fruits of our efforts. The project was a community led initiative to re-establish some treed habitats within The Cape to complement the remnant coastal bush, heath and wetlands. Again, a huge thanks to The Cape Development Team supporting this project
with finance and resource support. The first site was selected to provide habitat stepping stones between some remnant stands of
endemic Coastal Manna Gum and involved planting over 600 plants of 8 species in 12 mini-forest plots using a method devised by
Japanese ecologist Akira Miyawaki. Each plot has a resident custodian who is responsible for nurturing the plants and get them
established to a point they can look after themselves. The first plots were planted mid September 2021 and despite a dry summer,
the plants are doing extremely well and standing up well against the harsh winter weather and exposed coastal environment.

Above: The plots are set out back on 8th July 2021 (left) and pictured right on 16th July 2022.

The Coastal Manna Gum is the primary food source for the local Koala and is the only endemic eucalypt species found within The Cape so each mini-forest plot contains at least
three Manna’s which were planted out as tube stock grown from local seed. Complementing
the Manna’s are another tree, the Coastal Banksia, medium sized shrubs Bursaria and Leucopogon, and lower level plants including Lomandra, Rhagodia, and Tetragonia. A layered, compact
planting approach advocated by Miyawaki was used to mimic nature.
After the planting in September 2021, we were rewarded with a visit on October 16th by
one of the local Cape Paterson Koala’s who dropped by for a look and a snooze in one of
the few remaining, nearby, mature Manna’s. We hope it was impressed and over time, this
area becomes important new habitat for the local Koala population.

Bird activity … Blue-winged Parrot Project
Birdlife Australia (Bass Coast) are running a project to prevent the demise of the beautiful little Blue-winged Parrot. These colourful
ground feeding birds are seen locally, and last week, resident Jeannie H reported what she believes was a small flock of five birds
along the nearby Wilson’s Rd.
It was around this time two years back that a flock of six birds were seen within The Cape, feeding on the seeds of ground hugging
herbaceous plants (see photos below). This weekend, 22-23 July, and as part of the Project, Chatter intends to conduct a number of
survey visits around the estate to see if any Blue-winged Parrots are about.
If you are local and happen to see any Blue-winged Parrots around on your walks, I am happy to receive your observations and report
it to the Project team on your behalf. Look out for a bird about the size of a Budgerigar, with green/olive colourings, blue wings and
bright yellow tummy plumage. They will usually take off and land as a flock and are quite quick in flight.
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by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can subscribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting
https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also
contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the
ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape.
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to report any nature observations at The Cape.
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